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AND HFJdISPHERICAL NOSES AT I&Xh NlJKMRS FROM ZERO TO 2.5 

A. Stanbrook 

Drag-at-zero-lift obtained on some simple shapes durizg experimental 
studies of the aerodynsmic characteristics of various auborne stores are 
compared with results from other sowoes. 

Reasonable agreement is found between the measured drag, corrected for 
the effects of skin friction on the cylindrical surface, and integrated 
pressure distributions. 

The measured variation of forcbody drag is found to agree well with 
modified. forms of the prediction of Iviaccoll and Codd in the case of plane- 
nosed cylinders and an expression derived by Hoerner in the case of 
hemispherically-nosed cylinders. 

Replaces R.A.E. Tech. Note No. Aero. 2875 -A.R.C. 24,854. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In the course of studies of' the aerodynamic chsractorls%ics of various 
airborne stores o considerable amount of rnformatlon has been obtaIned on the 
drag at zero Incidence of cyllndrxal bodies wth plane or spherical noses. 
It wrls thought to be of some general interest to collect these data together 
and to compare the,n with results from other sources. 

In all cases the effective base pressure has been made equal to free 
stream static pressure. 

2 PLANE NOSED CYLINDEhS 

The variation of drag R'lth Mach number for cylinders with plane noses is 
shown in Flgs.1 to 3. Experimental results quoted were obtalned both by 
pressure lottlngl-3 and by force measurement4-8. 

TO 
Two cvalable theoretical 

results9, are also shown. 

In the analysis of fcrce measurements It wlllbe useful to understand 
the different types of flow which occur at subsonlc and supersonw speeds. 
Fig.4 shows flow pictures and pressure dlstnbutlons along the cyllndrlcal 
surface, obtalned from d number of sources for t; = 0.9 and 1.6. Although 
these data were obtalned at var~.ous Reynolds numbers they are typxal of the 
two basic types of flow. 

At subsoclc speeds the flow separatlnc from the edge of the flat front 
face forms a large bubble round the cylxndrxal surface. At Mach numbers up 
to about 0.81 the velocity at the edge I.S -Lbsonx' so that separstlon occurs 
tangentially (1.e. the separated boundary layer 1s lnitlally tangential to the 
front face) with no change in velocity. At somewhat h@er Kach numbers there 
is, theoretlcally,aonicveloclty at the edge18 virth a Prandtl-i~eycr expansion 
around the sharp corner, followed immedlntely by 5eparatlon at some angle to 
the front face. In either case pressure recovery occur:, gradually xn a regxon 
of high turbulence resultmg from breaking up of the seporatcd boundary layer 
into eddies. AS far as pressure recovery and mean stresmllnes8 are concerned, 
the bubble may be said d,o close after a &stance which Increasesl from about 
2.6 body bameters at hi = 0.7 to about 3.5 body diameters at hl = 0.95. Never- 
theless the velocity fluctuations are si.111 very l&rge, as may be expected from 
the appearance of the shadowgraph picture. 

Further xxreasc in M&h number loads eventually to a sudden change in 
flow pattern to one typxal of supersonx speeds. The separated florn, reattaches 
close to the nose, at a clearly defined lzne, forming a short bubble followed by 
a thin boundary layer. Pressure recovery occurs through a shock wave emanating 
firm the reattachment line. 

It 1s now possible to analyse tho force mescui-emonts, which are plotted 
In collective formS~n Elg.1. At subsonic spE:ds thu dlfi'erence6 between 
results for cylinders of length 2.5 dxmotcr&, Lb.8 dxweters5 and 10.94 

diameters6 (Frg.1) *: rare&tt~ibutabl~ to dlff'erencos In skin friction drag on 
the cyllndricul surfa%e. These'di"fff:b‘rendes'h~:ve heon used, along with an 
estimate of the length‘of the btibblc from Ref.1, to determine the total 
contrxbutlons from skin friction. F1g.2 shows the drag corrected for skin 
friction, The resulting collapse of the data 1s strlklng. 
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In Fig.3 the curve through the corrected force data (from Pig.2) is 
compared with results from pressure plotting tests and from theory. The 
agreement between force and pressure plotting results is seen to be very good, 
apart from slight differences in the range of hach numbers from 0.9 to 1.2, 
which may have arisen from transonic tunnel interference. 

The theoretical result due to I4accoll arid Codd9 is in fair agreement with 
the experimental results. The later theoretic& result by I+KUE and harlom'0, 
is too high. It is considered that the discrepancy can be attributed to the 
coarseness of mesh used m calculations of ref.10. 

The variation of drag coefficient with Mach number is very like that of 
the stagnation pressure coefficient (which is also plotted sn Fig.3). It has 
been shown','8 that the flow first attains sonic velocity at the sharp edge of 
the front face at all free stream Mach ntimbers above ,-bout 0.81. Hence the 
pressure at the edge is constant at 0.5285 of the stagnation pressure (wnich 
obviously eccws at the centre of the front face); and provided that the 
pressure distribution between these two points remains constant the drag 
ccefficient willbe determined. On this basis Zaccoll and Codd9 estimated the 
variation of drag l,ith ?&oh number. The result may be expressed in the form 

cD = (0.9054 H2 - P, ) / 9, 

where H2 13 stagnation pressure on face of cylinder 

p, is free stream static pressure 

q, is free stream kinetic pressure, 

and the factor 0.905lc was determined from their theoretical result at M = 1.5. 
This cu-ve IS seen in Pig.3 to follow the trend of the experimental results at 
Mach numbers above about 1.2 (a coefficient of apprrximstcly 0.915 would have 
represented the data more exactly). 

At low subsonic Jisch numbers the velocities over the whole face includ- 
ing the edge vary r,ith Mach number. Assuming local velocities to be proportional 
to the free stream velocity, the drag coefficient is expressible as a function of 
If2 . . In fact tnc expression 

% = 0.758 + 0.296 x2 

gives a very good representation of the drag at &xh numbers up to 0.9, being 
indistinguishable from the mean experimental curve through the force data 
(Figs.2 6r 3). 

3 HEMISPIiERICAL NOSED CYLINDERS 

The variation of drag with Mach number for cylinders with hemispherical 
Experimental results quoted were obtained by pressure 

,";r~~~i~~2k:~~31-~5nlFl~teJ~ferometr;i16 and fcrce mensu:emon&,b. No theoretical 
data are available. 
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Agreement between results from the various sources is sgau good, the 
small differences being attrlbuted to differences 1x1 slan frution. The full 
line represents an estxmate of drag of the hemxpherical head, obtaxned from 
the experimental data after correction for the effects of skin friction. 

AL the upper end of the Mach number range considered here the ex erl- 
mental data are .~n reasonable agreement with Hoerncr '3 empirical fonnuls 7 7 fcr 
hypersonx speeds, 

CD = ( 
II2 - p1’ (0 51 

0.12 

'II i\' --F- 1 

HCWW.?~, at lower supersonic Mach numbers this formula gzves values which are 
a little high and a further term 1s necessary. The emp~ncal formula 

is found to be in gocd agreement with the corrected exi)erimental data at all 
Mach nu?lbers greater than 1.3. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The varutions with Nach number of' f'orebody drag at zero Incidence for 
cylinders with plane and hemlspherxal noses have been analysed. 

Measured drag corrected for the ef'fecix of skin friction on the 
cyhndrwal surface, agrees in general with the drag obtalned by lntegrstuq 
pressure distributions. 

The vsrzations of fnrebody drag are found to agree well with modifled 
forms of the prediction of iuaccoll and Codd9 for plane noses and of the expres- 
sxon due to Hoerncr'7for hemlsphencsl, noses. Thus for plane-rxed cyluxlers 

CD = 0.758 + 0.296 A? for Oc M< 0.9 

cD = (0.915 ii2 - P,) / 9, forM> 1.2 

and fer hemispherical nosed cylinders 

cD 
= CH2 

\ 
-J (0.51 - %y - 0-Y) rorId> 1.3 
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FIGI. DRAG OF PLAiE NOSED CYLINDERS 
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FIG. 2. DRAG OF PLAi? NOSED CYLINDERS: 
FORCE DATA CORRECTED FOR 
EFFECTS OF SKIN FRICTION. 
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